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Abstract: Speech recognition is translation of audio signal into human readable form. Speech recognition plays a vital role in 

various areas such as in signal processing, dictation system, command and control, simple data entry.  Speech recognition in 

dictation system helps the disabled people. In this paper authors have performed the experiment for speech recognition of   

mathematical words which is helpful to disabled people. Now a day’s the use of deep learning in various applications is 

challenging for the improvement of model. In this paper authors have used CNN model to improve the recognition accuracy. 

Authors have selected 17 mathematical words which are the most commonly used in mathematical expression. Rectified 

Linear unit activation function is used to train the CNN because of its fast computation. This paper evaluates the model for 

MFCC and Delta MFCC features for Adam and Adagrad optimizers. Result shows that Delta MFCC gives an accuracy of 

83.33 % for both Adam and Adagrad optimizer. It indicates that Delta MFCC gives better result than MFCC. Result also 
shows that Adagrad with Delta MFCC trains the model earlier than Adam. 
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1. Introduction 

FirstHCI (Human Computer Interaction) is nothing but to communicate with the machines. There are various 

ways to interact with the computer, speech is one of it. To interact with the machine with the help of speech 

plays a key role. Speech recognition is one of the applications of human computer interaction. Speech 

recognition is converting an audio signal into text.  It is defined by various researchers separately. According to 

Li et al. [1] Automatic speech recognition (ASR) is “the process and the related technology for converting the 

speech signal into its corresponding sequence of words or other linguistic entities by means of algorithms 

implemented in device, a computer, or computer clusters”.  Jurafsky [2] define ASR technically as “building of a 

system for mapping acoustic signals to a string of words”.  Lakra et al. [3] stated that “Primary objective of ASR 

is to design a system that can talk just like a human being”. Speech recognition is challenging because of   

variation in speech signal due to speaking style and rate. Due to background noise and reverberation also it is 

challenging. Speech recognition is used in various areas such as in education system for dictation purpose, data 

entry systems to input data with the help of speech, electronics appliances for controlling electronic devices. 

Speech recognition application [4] also used for environment control such as turn on light, TV etc.  These 

systems are also helpful for disable people. Based on mode of the speaker Speech recognition systems are 

categorized as speaker reliable system, speaker which are not reliable on the system and adaptive system. 

Speaker dependent systems works for specific users hence more accurate and less expensive where as speaker 

independent systems works for any kind of speaker hence less accurate, more expensive and more complex. 

Adaptive system grasps the characteristics of new user and gradually improves. Speech recognition approaches 

are categorized into Phonetic approach, Pattern recognition and AI approach. In phonetic approach, Phonetic 

units produced by the human vocal organs are used to classify the speech signal. In pattern recognition approach, 

speech patterns are used for classification. In earlier days acoustic phonetic and pattern recognition were used. In 

Artificial Intelligence approach both the phonetic and pattern recognition approaches are combined. AI based 
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approach is most widely used approach now a days.  In earlier days Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) and 

Hidden Markov Model (HMM) based models were used to signify the sequential structure of speech signal. In 

conventional system, feature extraction is very critical. In earlier days up to 1950, time domain features were 

used, between 1950 to 1960 frequency domain features were used, after 1960 combination of time and frequency 

domain features were used and since 2000 researchers focus on the deep features. Hence now a day’s deep 

learning is most widely used. Deep learning is subset of artificial intelligence and machine learning. There are 

variations of deep networks present such as Deep Neural Network (DNN), Deep Belief Network (DBN), 

Convolution Neural Network (CNN), Recurrent Neural Network (RNN), Deep Tensor Network (DTN). Deep 

features from deep learning technique are used to train the model. Deep features are the features which are 

obtained from hidden layers from the deep learning models. The MFCC or any appropriate features are given as 

input to deep learning models [5].Paragraph: use this for the first paragraph in a section. 

This paper consists of sections including Section 2 represents the literature review. Proposed model is given 

in section 3. Dataset and feature extraction technique used are presented in section 4  and section 5 respectively. 

Section 6 and 7 presents CNN with training details. Results obtained through experimentation are given in 

section 8. Last section put light on conclusion of the paper. 

2. Literature Review 

 ThisEarlier speech recognition system converts audio signals into text but not in the form of expression. 

There is lack of tools for implementing creation and modification of mathematical content using speech which 

are helpful for the disabled people. To design and develop a mathematical expression into e-document is 

tedious, time-consuming and possibility of making errors for abled person therefore for newcomers and blind 

people it becomes very difficult.  Experts are required for it. It shows that there is need of an alternative type of 

interface for such people to edit mathematical content more effectively. [6,7]. In [8] Medjkoune et al, 

developed the model based on handwritten recognition and speech recognition for mathematical symbols. They 

have used 74 mathematical symbols from CIEL dataset for handwritten recognition and HAMEX (Handwritten 

Audio Mathematical Expression) dataset for speech recognition. By using MFCC feature extraction technique 

39 features were extracted from each frame. SVM classifier was used to train the model. Result showed 50.09% 

recognition rate for speech recognition and 81.55% recognition rate for handwritten recognition on test data set.  

In [9] Jaitly et al. presented DBN network trained by using 2 dataset named VoiceSearch and Youtube. 

Voicesearch dataset includes 5780 hours of mobile search data and 1400 hours of Youtube data. Features were 

extracted using MFCC and log filter bank. To train the model 55 hours of Youtube data and 321 hours of 

Voicesearch data were used for per epoch. Result shows WER of 16% for VoiceSearch and 52.3% for 

YouTube dataset. Dong Yu et al. [10] proposed a context dependent DNN-HMM model. Authors have 

extended the DNN to DTNN (Deep Tensor Neural Network) which consists of tensor layers and one or more 

layers are double projections. Corpus used to evaluate the model was Switchboard which consists of 30 hours 

of data. 39 dimensional HLDA and 13 dimensional PLP features were extracted. Learning rate was set to 

0.0003 for first 5 epoch and 0.000008 for next 5 epoch. Back Propagation algorithm was used to train the 

DTNN. It shows reduction in WER by 5% than DNN, when double projection layer is put at the uppermost 

layer of the DNN. WER is monitored for three designs, in first all the layers of double projection like DNN,  In 

second last layer is put back with DP layeand in third design upper hidden layer is replaced with DP layer. In 

[11] Maas et al. worked on Switchboard and Fisher corpus which consists of 300 hours telephone speech. 

Features were extracted using MFCC and trained on DNN, DCNN and DLUNN. Python was used to 

implement the experiment. Result shows that increase in the no. of parameters increases the representational 

capacity of DNN model. Result also shows that large DNN reduces the WER on training set.  NAG (Nesterov’s 

Accelerated Gradient) and CM (Classical Momemtum) optimizers were used and authors revealed that for good 

result NAG is vigorous than CM.  A model with optimization technique indicates better result than simple 

DNN. Outcome of the experiment indicates DNN is more aggressive than DCNN (Deep Convolutional Neural 

Networks) and DLUNN (Deep Locally Untied Neural Networks). Model size also affected on the accuracy of 

the mode. Mitra et al. [12] proposed HCNN (Hybrid Convolution Neural Network) model. In this model two 

parallel layers were used to join the acoustics and articulatory space. Aurora-4 and WSJ1 datasets were used for 

this study. Experiment was performed by adding various noises such as car, bubble, restaurant, street, airport 

and train station. Acoustic models were trained using DNN, CNN and TFCNN (Time Frequency CNN). 

Observations revealed that noise in the acoustic signal reduces the performance of the classifier, training the 

model using noisy data raises the noise robustness. HCNN based model indicates Lower word error rate than 

CNN/DNN based systems. Nagajyothi&Siddaiah [13] proposed Telgu language speech recognition based 

Airport Enquiry system using CNN. They have considered the commonly asked question at Airport enquiry to 

prepare a dataset. They have selected weight connectivity; local connectivity features to train the model. Model 

is trained and tested using CNN (Convolution Neural Network). Tanh and Relu activation function were used 

during training. Authors have concluded that CNN gives better performance than conventional network. Soe et 
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al. [4] trained various CNN acoustic model. Myanmar speech dataset was used for this study. This 

conversational speech dataset is of 452 hours out of which 438.5 and 13.5 hours of data were used for training 

and validation respectively. Model was built using N-gram. MFCC features were extracted using hamming 

window of 25 millisecond and framerate of 10 milliseconds. 8 Models were trained using varying filter size of 

convolution layer. Recognizer Output Voting Error Reduction (ROVER) algorithm is used to integrate the 

acoustic models of CNN for the last experiment. This study results in the reduction of WER by 4.32% in 

integrating CNN model. Passricha  and Aggarwal [14] designed CNN model which is derived from the raw 

speech data of TIMIT dataset. Conditional probability was computed for each class of phoneme. Acoustic 

model consists of the two steps first feature step in which feature were extracted using MFCC technique and it 

is given as input to convolution layer, second step is classifier where ANN, CRF and MLP were used. Various 

parameters were considered during training such as 100 to 700ms input window size, 10 to 90 samples of 

kernel width for first convolution layer, 1 to 11 samples of kernel width for n
th

 convolution layer, 20 to 100 

filters per kernel, 2 to 6 frames of kernel width for max-pooling and 200 to 500 hidden units. Nassif et al. [15] 

reviewed the speech recognition systems using DNN (Deep Neural Network). Authors concluded that doing   

research using deep RNN specially LSTM will be useful for speech recognition. 

3. Methodology 

 Speech recognition system using CNN accepts audio data as input. For this study, it accepts   1230 .wav file 

of 17 mathematical words as input. Authors have selected most commonly used words in mathematical 

expression. Feature learning and classification is performed by CNN. It consists of convolution, pooling, fully 

connected and Softmax layer. Convolution and pooling are used for feature learning where as fully connected 

and Softmax are used for classification. Convolution layer is used to extract the features from audio data. 

Pooling is used to select the information which is useful and remove the negligible information from given 

features. It is used to reduce the dimension of feature map vector. Figure 1 depicts the methodology used to 

perform this study. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     

    Figure 1.Proposed Model 

4. Dataset 

 Existing dataset for audio mathematical expression is present only in French language not in English. Hence 

to create a dataset of audio for recognition of speech for mathematical expression is challenging for the author. 

For this study Authors have used Audacity tool to create dataset.  Authors have recorded 17 mathematical 

words from 7 persons having age group between 14 to 40. The dataset is recorded at sampling rate of 22.5KHz. 

During recording, Authors have considered the most commonly used operators, symbols and functions used in 

mathematical expression.  After recording audio files are pre-processed. The dataset consists of 1230 audio 

files in the form of .wav format. Dataset is splitted as 80% and 20%   into training set and testing set 

respectively. Table 1 represents average number of samples used for training. 
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5. Feature Extraction Technique 

 ThisFeature extraction acts as a vital role during training a model. It is necessary to extract set of features 

from audio signal. A group of extracted features is given as input to classifier. In speech recognition feature 

vector represents the speech waveforms. There are various feature extraction techniques available to extract the 

features from audio signal [6] such as MFCC, delta MFCC, LPCC, PCA etc.    

 For this study authors have used MFCC and Delta MFCC feature extraction technique. Total of 20 MFCC 

coefficients are extracted to perform the experiment. First order derivative is considered in delta MFCC. Figure 

2 depicts the process of evaluation of the MFCC features. The Fourier transformation of time domain audio 

signal into frequency domain is called as spectrum. By using fast fourier transformation samples from each 

frame are converted into frequency domain i.e. spectrum. Mel scales for frequency f is find out by using 

equation 

𝑀𝑒𝑙 𝑓 = 2595 log10(
𝑓

700
+ 1)    ………(1) 

 Log magnitude of mel is called as mel spectrum. DCT (Discrete Cosine Transform) applied to mel spectrum 

and mel frequent cepstral coefficients (MFCC features) are computed. Computation of MFCC features consists 

of various steps such as pre-processing, framing, windowing, calculation of discrete fourier transform, mel 

frequency and inverse document frequency. 

 

Table 1.Average number of samples used for training 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   Figure 2.Process of MFCC feature extraction 

Sr. No. Label Name Number of 

Recordings 

Average 

Number 

of 

Samples 

1 Alpha 64 9696 

2 Beta 64 8985 

3 Cube 68 7619 

4 Delta 56 10002 

5 Divided by 48 15493 

6 Equal to 60 14171 

7 Gama 56 8580 

8 Greater than 56 14925 

9 Integration 56 16782 

10 Less than 56 12077 

11 Minus 64 12436 

12 Pie 48 6986 

13 Plus 69 9397 

14 Square 65 11677 

15 Square Root 53 15369 

16 Summation 56 15332 

17 Theta 48 8880 
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6. Convolution Neural Network 

 Convolution Neural network [4,14,16,17] is the most popular variation of deep learning used in speech 

recognition. According to Passrichaand Aggarwal [14] Mitra V. et al.[12] Convolution neural network is 

supervised learning algorithm. CNN’s have achieved great performance because of it’s advance features such 

as sharing of weight, convolution and pooling operation. CNN’s are commonly used for learning high level 

features and it’s pooling operation is used for dimensionality reduction.  

 CNN is kind of deep learning algorithms. It is feed forward, supervised deep learning model. It consists of 

one or more convolution layer, pooling and one or more fully connected layer. It consists of sparse interactions, 

parameter sharing, and equivariant representation as basic concepts[14]. Convolution layer and pooling layer 

are the building blocks of CNN. Locality, weight sharing and pooling are the main three aspect of CNN [16]. 

All these aspect act as vital role in the performance improvement of speech recognition. Number of network 

weight is reduced by locality. Weight sharing is used to decrease the overfitting which gains the robustness of 

the model. The features extracted in locality and weight sharing are bring all together in pooling. 

 Convolution means combining, it combines the input vector with filter or weight vector using dot product 

and gives convolved feature as output. The main concept of convolution is to use the filter for extracting the 

feature map from input vector. In convolution layer filters works as feature extractor to extract time-frequency 

spectral variations. Multiscale features can be extracted using different filter size. In convolution operation 

features at particular layer is calculated as  fv(i) 

𝑓𝑣 𝑖 = 𝜎(𝑊 𝑖 ∗ ℎ 𝑖 − 1 + 𝑏 𝑖 )   …………(2) 

Where, 

h(i-1) = feature vector in previous layer 

W(i) = filter,  

b = bias  

σ = activation function. 

Pooling layer act as a backbone of CNN. Pooling method decreases the dimensionality of feature vector. It also 

reduces the computational cost. Dense layer also called as Fully connected layer. It provides meaningful and 

low dimensional feature map. 

During training of CNN following parameters plays important role for the improvement of model.  

 Activation Function       B. Optimizer and  C. Loss function 

Activation function helps to decide whether the neuron get fire or not. There are various types of activation 

function present such as Sigmoid, tanh, ReLU, LeakyReLU etc.  ReLU activation function is defined as 

y=max(0,x). Most commonly used activation function for CNN is ReLU and tanh. Optimizer is used to update 

the weight parameters. Adam, Adagrad, Adadelta, RMSProp, Nadam are the commonly used optimizers. Loss 

function is used to compute error i.e.  the difference between actual output and predicted output. Here we use 

softmax cross entropy loss fuction which is used for multiclass classification problem. It converts the output of 

last layer into probabilities by using the formula 

𝑆 𝑌𝑖 =
𝑒𝑌𝑖  

∑𝑒𝑌𝑖                                                                ……………(3) 

this function takes the exponent of each output so that all probabilities should add up to one. 

 

7. Training 

 To train a model using neural network or deep learning, it is necessary to consider the parameters such as 

sample, learning rate, batch size, number of epochs etc.  Sample is a number of rows of data that is given as 

input to train the model.  Training dataset consists of samples which is also called as input vector or feature 

vector. Batch is group of number of samples [19]. Before updating the neural network parameters training 

dataset is grouped into batches. Batches are classified into three types. When a batch is created using all the 

training samples then it is called as gradient descent batch. If a batch is created using only one sample then it is 

called as stochastic gradient descent batch. When a batch size consists of samples greater than one and less than 
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the size of training dataset then it is called as mini batch gradient descent. Epoch is the number of times 

learning algorithm is executed during training. 

 Authors have considered the learning rate of 0.001 with a batch size of 10 to perform the experiment. 

Initially authors have conducted the experiment for 100 iteration, after that carried out the analysis for 200, 300 

and 500 iterations. As the no. of iterations proceeds, accuracy of the training also increases. To update the 

weight parameters Adam and Adagrad optimizer are used.  Authors have executed the study by considering 

MFCC and delta MFCC features. Because of its fast computation we picked up ReLU (Recurring Linear Unit) 

activation function to find out the models output in terms of accuracy. Softmax Cross Entropy loss function is 

selected to find out error rate. 

 In machine learning algorithm, performance of the training and test model is measured in terms of accuracy, 

loss, precision, recall etc. In multiclass classification accuracy and loss metric is used to measure the 

performance. To evaluate this study authors have used accuracy metric which is computed using equation 4. 

𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 =
 𝑇𝑃+𝑇𝑁 

𝑃+𝑁
                                                    ………..(4) 

where, TP is predicted and observed labels are positive, TN is predicted and observed labels are  negative,  P 

and N are the total no. of positive and negative labels. 

8. Results and discussion 

Table 2 shows the accuracy for speech recognition of mathematical words for MFCC and Delta MFCC features 

using Adam optimizer whereas Table 3 represents the accuracy of Adagrad optimizer. Both the table also 

shows the time required in seconds to train the model. 

 

Table 2.Training Accuracy of Adam Optimizer with MFCC and ∆MFCC Feature Extraction 

No. of 

Iterations 

MFCC Delta MFCC 

Accuracy 

in % 

Time in 

Sec. 

Accuracy 

in % 

Time in 

Sec. 

100 53.33 162.35 79.99 182.71 

200 63.33 306.8 83.33 335.82 

400 71.66 798.48 78.33 735.68 

500 74.99 2655 83.33 976.08 

 

Table 3.TrainingAccuracy of Adagrad Optimizer with MFCC and ∆MFCC Feature Extraction 

No. of 

Iterations 

MFCC Delta MFCC 

Accuracy 

in % 

Time 

in Sec. 

Accuracy 

in % 

Time in 

Sec. 

100 78.33 259.22 78.33 239.03 

200 81.66 398.3 81.66 273.06 

400 79.99 645.52 83.33 543.016 

500 79.99 828.51 83.33 605.74 

 

 Figure 3 indicates loss of Adam optimizer during training and Figure 4 shows loss of Adam optimizer 

during testing. It indicates how loss goes on decreasing as the no. of iterations goes on increasing during 

training and testing. Figure 5 represents training accuracy of Adam optimizer and Figure 6 exhibits the training 

accuracy for Adagrad optimizer for MFCC features. Training accuracy for delta MFCC features is represented 

in Figure 7 for Adam optimizer  and Figure 8 represents the training accuracy for Adagrad optimizer. 
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Figure 3. Adam optimizer during training                              Figure 4. Adam optimizer during testing 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5. Training Adam using MFCC    Figure 6. Training Adagrad using MFCC 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7. Training Adam using delta MFCC                        Figure 8. Training Adagrad using delta MFCC 
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9.Conclusion 

Speech recognition is very important in human computer interaction but to implement it is very crucial 

because of lots of challenges present in it. Accuracy of the speech recognition systems depends on various 

factors such as technique used to develop the model, dataset size, speaker dependency, microphone quality, noise 

present during recording and many more.  Anusaya&Katti, [20] stated that to improve the accuracy of speech 

recognition it is necessary to consider the points such as definition of various types of speech classes, speech 

representation, feature extraction techniques, speech classifiers, database and performance evaluation techniques.  

There is lack of soft computing techniques in previous study for speech recognition of audio 

mathematical expression so accuracy is not up to the mark.  Hence there is need to focus on deep learning for 

improvement of the model. To design a model for audio data using deep learning is challenging task. In this 

paper, model is trained using convolution neural network to recognize speech for most commonly words used in 

mathematical expression. It is evaluated by considering MFCC and Delta MFCC feature extraction technique 

with Adam and Adagrad optimizer. Result shows that Delta MFCC gives an accuracy of 83.33%   for both Adam 

and Adagrad optimizer and MFCC gives 74.99% and 79.99% for Adam and Adagrad optimizer respectively. It 

indicates that Delta MFCC gives better result than MFCC. Result also shows that Adagrad with Delta MFCC 

train the model earlier than Adam. We hope it will help more researchers to work on audio data of mathematics 

using convolution neural network. In future author want to extend the experiment to improve the recognition rate 

by using different classification techniques for more complicated mathematical expression. 
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